hichael Chekhov

(afternoon) March 15, 1938

REHEA RSAL TECHNIQUE
STYLE
FORM
REHEARSAL TECH]: IQUEX

when we try to act at once by having some text.
or scene. or character, than it is the most
dreadful thing

we can do;

Never try to not without any basis on which
to

stand.

We must each of us be busy with thé idea — Wha
t shall
I have as ground for my work at the moment
? I must remind
you to take something quite consciously as
a ground for tho
work.
If you take tho objective. then it must be
taken,
not the illunion of having taken itm

We do this very often

and go on without realizing that {hora is
nothing of tho
objective. nothing of the psychological
gesture, or the atmosphere thore. There are so many illusions
of this kind.
Point 1:

l have told you many times to have cer—

tain ground and to have it and not be satisfied
with a certain illusion.
Point 2-

This term no have started rehearsals for

our future rehearsals. and I notice we hav
e lost a very importent point. Each professional rehearsal
is something
which must be continued by the actor at home.
It does not
concern the director whorq it must be bro
ught to the next
rehearsal as a ooncreto fact - as the
result of our rehearsal yesterday.' Therdfore, I asked you
to have your notebooks

O

and write everything down that we have foun
d.
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Last time I have noticed_that new it becomes more

and more like a usual kind of rehearsal.

We are more or

less happy. we are speaking words. but the work is something
that will not be touched until tomorrow because I hate my
profession.

After the rehearsal the actor goes somewhere

and forgets his part.

Then he comes back to the rehearsal

and continues what he has not really done in between.

must not think I speak about the real rehearsal).

(You

In the

modern theatre the actor does not want to be reminded of his
profession.

It is my duty to remind you that our "rehear-

sals for rehearsals” are rohoarsehs for you. and you must

continue the work from one rehearsal to another. and bring
I some result next time.

It must be prepared.

You must write

down what we have done at the rehearsal. then elaborate it

and prepare it for the next rehearsal.
STYLE:

Today I want you to stsrt again with the style
of

Mr. Shdaneff's play so that the style eon be incorp
orated in
our speech. and I went exercises for everybody wh
o is in the
play.
Short sentenoos. Words.' will you please try
to explore the style we have found for this elay and ho
w it can
be incorporated in our speech (I don't scan :iss
Crowther's
Speech) I mean our actor's speech. how to speak
in the style
of this play. no the following: Re—do it inwa
rdly, without
movements. then out of inner activity ~ you must
have this
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style already there.

The style is_ absolute form in every-

thing. in emotions. in will. in body. in being silent. in

being movable, in being immovable:

absolute form.

FORM. ‘
‘

Thiu”fom ie filled with bormin content in ac-

cordanco with 'the play ankithie {tinder feeling of form is
such that the audience must get continuously the impreguion
that the form will be broken.

Such a kind of feeling of

form - tb threaten the audience.
. Because of this tremendous thing inside. experience the style as "storm" inward rind outward.

Werything in

urgent. if we take an objective. it ie an objective which ii:
urgent.

There are no objectives: which are not urgent.
Incorporate this style.

The real actor has always

something with which he can fill the form and this is his own
presence. his cum individuality.

Therefore. I must find my-

self, my "I an" ﬂitting in thin fem, "Ianﬁ' present on the
etago.

New. will you got up and keeping the outer and inner

form, break the form. and everything will come into chaos.
Sit down with the same threatening effect to the audience.
Now. will you please anly may one worri. "Yosf‘.

In this '"you"

must be form - "I'muet be there in thin-form and the next
second "I" will break the form.

Don't break the form.

are some moments in the play when the form i_e broken.
say very soft-1y and tenderly. "Nor,

There
Now.

Try to fill this sound
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form with your own presence so that it will threaten be
very tender.

This play i: o‘storm.

We will confuse for a certain tine this filling
the form and slow tempo.

We must find this very tense thing.

Still more tenderly but three times as quickly.

(The quick-

ness in this play has nothing to do with nervousness).

In

a very quick tempo, threatening, get up and say. "No“.
Now, eentenceo for everybody.
Spy.

Nicholas and the

1 want really nothing from you only for you to explore

how you can fill the words with the style - incorporate in
tho style.

Spy:

I refuse to lot yon wriggle out — you have
promised.

Nicholas:

All wrong - I have promised nothing.

It is better to go through this artificial stage.

be something which has a form.

It must

hicholas with one big move-

ment - form filled with content so that each movement is
very
sharp, very expressive, very Strange.

The whole play con—

sists of storm - very sharp, expressive. clear cut forms.
Keep this desire to get tho form - don't be passive.

Crowd scene in Train Derailmentl
"what has happened - why have we all had to get out
here?"

Speak as the crowd, but each one must be sure tha
t he

gets this individually.

Now, move by trying to find the per-

son who can explain to you what has happened.

Combine these
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words and each word must be threatening for the audience.

I

must feel they are waiting for me — what shall I do next mo—
ment.

keep this exploratory activity.

Church scene;

‘1 The mother's speech and action must have something

of this stormy quality in it, even in this ecene.
mother:

1mg your little grandson come back from the

hospital cured?
Beggar.

Yes, kind lady. he has. God bless you kind lady.
he hao come back cured.

Now. in addition, mgyg in the style.

To coax the

audience to work with us by threatpning them with our prononce
on the stage.

i

Vother'o action is to keep the money and listen to
the old woman's story. then give her the money from the bag,

in the style of the play - tension.

Try to find in the words

how to live in the style.

Scano between Mother and Beggar Girl:
mother:

Now, my door. tell me all about it.

What was

it you came to the church to ask me?
Beggar Girl:

I only wanted to ask you...No...I only wanted to ask you...No...I only wanted to see
you — my mother.

Scene in iothcr's sittina room with Governor‘ LizaI etc.|

Ench position. each movement must be absolutely
threatening for the audience.
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O
Liza:

Auntie. don't be frightened if I break my
legs. It might happen to me any day. You
yourself say I ride so madly. If I am lamed.
will you take me about — I would not let anyone eloe take me. How. came on. where are
your manners. dear? Say you would think it
tho greatest happiness.

Officerl

I do not see any happiness in a broken leg.

Officer:

Then it is you who will take me, Liza.

Liza:

Heavens. he manna it as a Joke.
We must not confuse the style of this play, the

presence must be there without pushing - if you pueh.the

audience will push back.
There is another danger; therefore, I will tell you
about it.
utiffhees.

To be present on the stage leads us sometimes to
If in the beginning you are a little bit stiff,

there in time to take it away.

Better to have certain stiff—

nose and full effort to fill the presence of everyone. every-

thing on the stage.

I

This in the task I give you for next time:

We must

try to explore thie otyle in our speech, in our movements, in
our positions, in everything. and next time it must be there.

giglg;
Experience it.

You are standing at the back of the stage.

'It is quite different from the front.

New,

by having this experience that you are standing at the back
of the atage, will you please say the sentence. "Do you want
to see my friend?" in a very gentle and warm way, in the style
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Presence.

ward and experience the difference.

iiow, come for-

New. experience this

walking toward the audiehce and saying the sentence in a

threatening way.

Now. moving backward. experience keeping

the samb style.

Flown.

Whispering. in quicker tempo.

